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Abstract 
It is proved that every expansive homeomorphism of a compact space has a hyperbolic 
metric. 
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Let f be a homeomorbism of a compact metric space (X, d). A homeomor- 
phism f : XI -tX is called to be expansive if there exists c > 0 such that 
d(f “(XL f “(YN < c for every n E b implies r = y. We say that c is an expansivity 
constant of f. Remark that this property (although not c) is independent of the 
metric for X. For E > 0 and x EX, define the local stable set and local unstable set 
as 
W,“(x,d)=(yEX:d(fn(x),fn(y))~~forn~O}, 
W,“( n, d) = { y EX: d( f-“( x), f-“(y)) GE for n & 0} 
respectively. 
The following is proved. 
Theorem. If f : X+X B expansiue, then there exist a compatible metric D for X, 
O<h<land~>Osuchthatforx~Xandn>O, 
D(f”(x), f”(y)) Gh”D(x, Y) if Y EWES(x, D), 
D(f--‘(x), f-“(y)) gA”D(x, y) if YEW,~(X, D). 
We call such a metric D (for X) a hyperbaric metric for f. It is easy to see that 
every homeomorphism which has a hyperbolic metric is expansive. 
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Let f and (X, d) be as before. A sequence {~$=, (-CO < a < b Q m> of points in 
X is called a &pseudo orbit of f if d(f(x,), xi+i> < S for a < i Q b - 1. A sequence 
{xi}:=, (a Q i Q b) of points in X is called to be E-traced by y E X if &f’(y), xi) < E 
holds for a Q i Q b. We say that f has pseudo orbit tracing property (abbreviated 
POTP) if for every E > 0, there is a 6 > 0 such that every &pseudo orbit of f can 
be E-traced by some point of X. This property is also well known as the shadowing 
property and which is independent of the metric for X. 
We say that (X, f > is a Smale space if the following conditions (1) and (2) hold 
(see [4, Ch. 71): 
(1) There exist E > 0 and a continuous map [, I: {(x, y) E X XX: y = 
[x, y], d(x, y) < E} +X such that for every x, y and z EX, 
1x, xl =x, [Ix, ~1, 21 = [x9 21, Lx, [Y, 211 = ix, 21 and 
f(k YI) = [f(x), f(Y)1 
when the two sides of these relations are defined. 
For x EX and 6 > 0, define 
v:(x) = {Y EX: Y = 1x9 ~1, d(x, Y) <a}, 
V;(x) = (y~x: y= [Y, x], d(x, Y) <a}. 
Then it is easy to see that for a sufficiently small S, the mapping [ ,I: V,“(x) 
x V$l<x> +X is a homeomorphism onto its image for x E X (see [4, p. 1261). 
(2) There exist v > 0 and 0 < A < 1 such that for x EX and rz > 0, 
d(f”(x), f”(y)) gh”d(x, Y) if Y E C(x), 
d(f-“(x), f-“(y)) <A”d(x, Y) if Y E V(X). 
Property (1) is closely related to a local product structure (see [4, p. 1251). It is 
well known that for every Smale space (X, f >, f : X+X is expansive and has 
POTP and that I/U(x) = W,“(x, d) (cr = s, u) for x EX (see 14, pp. 126-1281). 
Ombach showed in [2] that there are many equivalent conditions for an expansive 
homeomorphism with POTP. And the following corollary is already stated there. 
However, in [2] the definition of Smale space is different from Ruelle’s original 
one. In this paper, by using our theorem, we can prove the complete equivalence 
of those conditions. 
Corollary. Let f be a homeomorphism of a compact metric space X. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(i> f : X + X ik expansive and has POTP, 
(ii) (X, f 1 is a Smale space with respect to some compatible metric. 
Proof. To get the conclusion, it is enough to see that (i> implies (ii>. We may 
assume that f : (X, D) -+ (X, D) is expansive and has POTP, where D is a 
hyperbolic metric for f. Then properties (1) and (2) of Smale space easily follow 
from Lemmas 1 and 2 of [l]. q 
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proof of Theorem. Let f be an expansive homeomorphism of a compact metric 
space (x, d). Then in [3, Theorem 11, Reddy proved that there exists a metric d 
forX,N>OandS>OsuchthatforxEX, 
d’(fN(x), fN(y)) < id’(x, Y) if YE JG(x, d’), 
d’(fmN(x),feN(y))G+d’(x, y) if yEWS(x, d’). 
Using this result, we prove our theorem. 
Hereafter we denote d’ by d for convenience. Since f : X --j X is biuniformly 
continuous, for 6 > 0, there is 0 < Y G 6 such that d(x, y) < v (x, y ~-0 implies 
d(f’(x), f’(y)) G 6 for every Ii I Q N. Thus for y E W>(x, d), d(f-‘(xl, f-‘(y)) 6 
id(fNel(x), fN-‘(y)) since fN-‘(y) E W~(fN-‘(~), d). For x, y EX, define a 
metric for X as 
P(X, Y) =d(x> Y) +pd(f(x), f(y)) + *** 
+$‘-‘d(fN-l(x), fN-‘(Y)), 
where pN = 3. Then for every y E W,“(x, d), 
(a) 1.4x, y) =pd(x, y) +p*d(f(x), f(y)) + **. 
+$“d(fN-l(x), f”-‘(y)) 
a(f-l(x), P(Y))* 
By the choice of Y, for y E W,“(x, d), we have d(fjWN(x), f’-N(y)> > 
2d(fj(x), f’(y)> for 0 G i G N (since f-‘(y) E W8’<f-‘(x>, d) for 0 d i <N). Thus 
for every y E W,“(x, d), p(f-N(~), f-N(~)) > 2p(x, Y) and so 
0) ~(f-~~f(x), f-“Ok) aQ(f(x), f(y)) 
since f(y) E W,“<f<x>, d). Put for x, y EX, 
D(x, Y) =p(x, Y) +Pp(f-‘(x), f_‘(Y)) + ..’ 
+pN-lp(f-l+N(X), f-l+N(y)). 
Then D is a compatible metric for X. Let’s show that D is a hyperbolic metric for 
f. Suppose y E W/(x, d). Then f-‘(y) E WJ(f-‘(x), d) for i > 0. Thus, from (a), 
P(f_‘-’ (x), f-‘-‘(y)) G pp(fdi(x), f-‘(y)) for i a 0. Therefore we have 
D(f_‘(x), f-‘(y)) <ELD(x, Y) 
for y E W,“(x, d). Next suppose y E W,“(x, d). Then, by using (b) we have 
0(x, Y) =FP(f-lof(x)> f_‘of(y))+ ... 
+PNP(f-Nof(x)9 f-Nof(Y)) 
>-D(f(x), f(Y))* 
Since D is uniformly equivalent to d, if we choose E > 0 sufficiently small, then 
w,“(x, D) c W,“(x, d) for every x EX and (+ = s, u. Thus the theorem is proved. 
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